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https://y 4mzC3_Nq69Aoutu.be/

https://youtu.be/-6bGog6m_AM

V I D E O

A SACRED UNION

Everything is connected, from the deepest depths of the 

ocean to the most far away galaxy, all of it.

This is the sacred bond that unites us. It is the inheritance 

of the time, the seed of creation that we all carry inside us.

In Sacred we propose a journey through all of these divine 

geometries which give sense to life.

It is a spectacle of dance and projection which invites self-

reflection on the note that vibrates in us, inside the music 

sheet from the heartbeat of the universe.

A spectacle that you cannot miss to be able to feel what we 

embrace and what is embracing us.

SYNOPSIS



Appearance in Press

Usually our spectacles have a great impact on the 

press and media.

A R T I C L E S

Idea, creation and direction : Gloria Peón.

Musical production: TRACKEN studio. Special Mention for Danny cidd for the track Omat Odat( studio Mix)

Projections: TRACKEN studio

Joint Co-regraphy: Gloria Peón ,Maitane Sarralde and Irune Uriarte.

Production: La Gloria Zirkodantza

Performers: Maitane Sarralde and Irune Uriarte.

Rigging: Rigging : Carlos Gigante (Kattali).

Designer: Moondala design.

Light Technician and company technician: RLM (Rodrigo Lacasa Montes).
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ROPE ASSEMBLY
4m. alluminium trus in length. To be coordinated with Gloria.

CONTROL
The sound control, lighting and video will be set up just in front of the 

wall where the show will take place. It needs to be no further than 

30m from the wall, in the center and at floor level.

LIGHTING
12 channel mixer and master.
A 12 double-channel, 2000 watt-per-channel dimmer. 
Front side of the control:
- 2 PC spotlights of 1.000 watts each on a tripod at 2 meters high .
At ground level from the wall of the show:
- 8 pc lighting with base/stand, filter holder and visor, minimum 1000 
watts.
Schuko and DMX cabling and power strips.

**Light off from streets or squeares Close to the placement of the 
show ,5 min before the show and during the whole show.

S O U N D
P.A based on the space and capacity, able to cover 118 dB 

undistorted at the control (FOH).

Minimum two way system, separating mid / high subwoofers.

2 FULL RANGE monitors of 15 “

Sound table with 2 mic preamps, 2 stereo channels, 2 balanced 

auxiliary outputs and balanced L-R output.

2 injection boxes.

XLR cabling for the entire system.

MAC computer with QLab 4.1.1 program with a mini jack cable to 2 

jacks.

V I D E O
Projector of at least 15,000 lumens in 1024 x 768 (4:3).

2-3m high structure for supporting the projector.

HDMI cable from the laptop to projector.

Power cabling.

I N F R A S T R U C T U R E
6 work fences to limit and protect the FOH control.

FOH cableway to the wall of the performance.
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E M A I L

TELEPHONE NUMBER

WEB PAGE

laglozirkodantza@gmail.com

+34 687 83 15 41

www.laglocirco.com 

https://www.trackenstudio.com 

Sacred is a spectacle which joins verticle dance and 

video mapping that has been created by  “La Glo Circo” 

in collaboration with “TRACKEN studio” and offers the 

public an innovative  and inspiring spectacle full of 

suprises. it will leave you mouth opened La Glo Circo 

and Tracken Studio have worked together for this 

production joining vertical dance and video mapping.

P R O D U C T I O N
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